The Path to Autonomous Operations
Buckle up and get ready for a flight that
leads to clear visibility into cloud, hybrid
IT, and traditional IT environments.

84% of businesses say their IT

organization is trying to consolidate
events, metrics and data across
IT-led resources and services.

“Operations Bridge is the best
solution to integrate third-party
data into a true common view
of IT; nothing comes close.”
LUKE BRADLEY

Vodafone Group Services Limited

Consolidation is required for true
service-driven Autonomous Operations
but most tools don’t have what it takes

What IT leaders are looking for

94% say they

81% say

need an integrated
hybrid cloud
monitoring solution.

end-to-end visibility
is critical to operating
a hybrid cloud.

What current tools are missing

73% fail to map

73% lack

62% can’t

53% don’t

infrastructure to
specific cloud
services.

operational control
of PaaS or IaaS
services.

manage multiple
public cloud
providers.

track service
availability.

When it comes to correcting these issues,
many IT organizations are lost in the clouds.

Fewer than

Over

of companies can
manage any one part
of a hybrid cloud.

of companies struggle
to manage cloud costs
and deploy effective
monitoring.

“We need on-premises quality
applied to cloud monitoring, in a
single pane of glass. Operations
Bridge is so far meeting or
exceeding our expectations in
doing that. What excites me the
most is now we can expand to
other domains, and it’s
transparent to the users.”
BOB UMPHRED

DTCC

And now containers and DevOps are
throwing new turbulence in the flight path.

When it comes to containers...

86% of organizations
are considering them

yet

50% of companies are
blind to container operations.

When it comes to DevOps...

87% of organizations
are moving toward
DevOps processes

yet

only 31% realize or expect
to gain significant improvement
in IT infrastructure stability.

Here’s the bottom line: To get to autonomous operations,
you need to integrate and analyse ALL your operations data
Micro Focus Operations Bridge customers report these gains:

47%
increase in
efficiency

45%

faster
identification
of root causes

“The story is tying together all of the disparate systems. The
OpsBridge is the only tool I know that lets you do that, and automate
management from a single pane of glass.”
JAY ROONEY

Vancity

LEARN
MORE

Read Autonomous Operations through a
business lens
See who’s happy with OpsBridge:
watch the Vodafone and Accenture videos
Explore Micro Focus Operations Bridge today:
microfocus.com/opsbridge

The statistics in this infographic are based on various reports, including surveys of IT professionals conducted by IDG Connect and Dimensional Research on behalf of HP and Hewlett Packard
Enterprise (HPE).
The IDG Connect findings are based on a survey of 400 U.S. enterprise organization decision
makers conducted in 2014. Interviews were conducted with vice presidents, directors, and
managers of IT Operations.
The Dimensional Research findings are based on a global survey of 531 IT professionals―IT is
Flying Blind in Hybrid Clouds―conducted in April 2016.
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